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Exquisite balance

imagine that ...

Every moment is perfect. Nothing is out of
place. The bee, �oating skilfully from �ower to
�ower, focuses only on the next one. The bird
focuses exactly on the twig where it's landing.
Each next moment unfolds as it should. There is
an exquisite balance about everything in
Nature. You remain still and calm when moving
in this stream. You, too, are in exquisite balance
and don't need to consider the big picture of
the greater environment. It is forming lawfully
and will �ow towards its own new balance ... 

 

Move in exquisite balance

So we're moving in exquisite balance all the
time, through contexts and situations, locales
and environments ... into awareness of being
empty in the nothingness!

It is quantum awareness of the �ne particles,
the waves that make up the energy �eld, The
Tao, the source of all creation, moment to
moment ... you are capable because you create.

Look NOT at the environment around you, no,
look inward at your �owing source, your Tao
within, your fountain of outpouring! You �ow
like water with continuous thoughts, images
and imaginings ~ these creative energies
emerge ~ your superpower of focus
miraculous ~ it's all in the mind!

Present in the baby, the 'terrible two,' the �ve
year old who enters primary education in a
perfect, curious oneness ...

Then slowly the institutions of 'Man' perform a
pre-frontal lobotomy and a labation of the
corpus callosum, to literally divide and rule, to
minimize your mind powers, to diminish your
miraculous focus and inspiration.

Unless ye become as little children ... curious,
questioning "why, why?" And ready with a
"No!" 
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Imagine your focused �ow

Create it in the �ow, all is
imaginary!

We move forward,  creating in the �ow ... but
not conscious enough to know ~ it's all
imaginary ~ how could we possibly know,
beyond a few perceptions of visible light waves,
what anything actually is? What real contact--
what real data do we have, when we don't even
know if it is particles or waves of energy that we
are perceiving?

Think about it. As you imagine a 'form.' 

Albert Einstein, the famous physicist who �ed
from Nazi Germany to The United States in
1933, for political reasons, discovered that
e=mc2 in estimating the amount of energy
released during an Atomic bomb explosion. He
was Professor of Theoretical Physics at
Princeton University. Einstein said that he
wasn't smarter or more intelligent than anyone
else, but that he merely "spent more time"
focusing on a particular problem! Now I don't
believe the I.Q. statement for a nanosecond,
but the lesson about mental focus is extremely
important for humanity. Don't rush. Don't �it
over things too quickly! Give your brain
re�ection time ... just like these three dots imply
... time for the great biocomputer in your head
to re�ect, think and compute. I'd say that was
the lesson being imparted to us by the great
mathematician and physical scientist. Perhaps
the greatest of all time. Known for his general
theory of relativity, warping of the space-time
continuum, and wave particle duality in
quantum physics. He studied light, photons,
quarks, and theoretical considerations about
the speed of light.  e=mc2

Einstein kept up his brilliant mental focus, by
saying, "I won't be distracted by that again!"
whenever he was mentally distracted by
something 'irrelevant' to his immediate task!
Remember that. 

Focus is literally everything! Focus on a Success
mindset is our free mindset group that you are
invited to join, right now so that your
miraculous focus can �nd momentum! Get the
rhythm right, �nd momentum in the �ow...
you're completely unstoppable!

Love your focus. It's the core central point of
YOU the eternal observer. It's your 'God-
consciousness,' your point of light, your
creative intelligence. It's where you listen,
smell, see, touch and taste ...

Focus is the point where "thoughts become
things," and where a lightning-fast decision
turns painful defense into a counter-attack!

Spring back into attack! You as creator manifest
now beyond your wildest dreams....and you
make it all happen from a clear mind with a
laser-sharp focus!
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Vibrational matching

This e-Book was thoughtfully prepared by Geoff Dodd, Editor-in-Chief at Online Course Business
School, in New Zealand. Geoff has quali�cations in psychology, sociology and economics and
worked for 10 years as a social worker in various �elds. He also worked as a guitar teacher and
more recently as a trainer of online af�liate marketers.

Geoff Dodd has written a novel that's in Amazon's Kindle Bookstore: The Lake Of Heaven, which
is set in the Waikato farmland of New Zealand. It's a spy thriller work of �ction.

Disclaimer: This free PDF e-Book is a gift to you. You have rights to share it, and give it away in its
current form. You can NOT edit this e-Book in any way. That's fair. It's a gift. Don't change it. The
information is Geoff's opinion, is informational and for entertainment purposes only. We make no
guarantees, either express or implied, that you will earn any money online after reading this eBook.
We are af�liates and may be compensated for our efforts with small commissions. G.P.D.  

Brain waves creative attunement by vibrational matching

When you're next on YouTube, you're in for a fabulously rewarding surprise. In fact, I have an idea
that could make you happier. Start searching for "Simply Hypnotic," or "Green Red Productions," or
"Good Vibes." Select 'alpha waves' or any tracks with 'binaural beats.' Listen with good quality
stereo headphones, or a stereo headset. Sit very still, listen intently and give it at least 20 minutes.
The effect takes time. It will gradually re-train your brain's vibrations into a higher state. You'll feel
totally blissful, chilled, deeply relaxed. Your memory will gain a new clarity and quick access. Get
this ~ your intelligence will become crystal clear and raise a few notches, unlocking your natural
genius, disinhibiting your DNA. You will become quick to discard any stress, social pressures, and
�nd yourself renewed, reinvigorated and reinvented. Skeptical? I challenge you NOW. Test it. Trial
it. Prove it to yourself. It doesn't cost you a penny. It's your ticket to paradise.  My occupation.  
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